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Maximizing server uptime: Best practices
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Keeping servers up and running requires a mix of careful planning,
preventive maintenance and common sense.
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Computerworld - In an IT world full of elusive goals, there's probably no
target as slippery and generally elusive as server uptime.
Keeping servers alive and awake, or at least ready to instantly spring into
action whenever needed, is an ambition close to the heart of virtually all
data center leaders.
Yet few managers can
honestly say that they
are doing absolutely
everything to squeeze
the most uptime out
of their systems.
Indeed, many
managers needlessly
lavish time and funds
on technologies and
practices that have
little or no positive
impact on uptime,
experts say.

Elgan: How Apple will kill cable TV

Six steps to maximizing server uptime
1. Plan carefully. Aggressively enforce life-cycle
management, and double-check the work, including
system configurations and maintenance schedules. Server
acquisitions and upgrades should be scheduled and
coordinated with an eye toward system availability as well
as performance.
2. Practice routine preventive maintenance. This is
perhaps the easiest and least painful way of bolstering
server reliability. As the old car-repair commercial warned,
"You can pay now or pay later."
3. Use management and monitoring tools. Without
adequate oversight, you can't get to the root of uptimerobbing server problems or measure downtime's impact on
critical business services.
4. Bolster security. Don't let attackers interfere with your
uptime goals. Anti-malware products, firewalls and
independent audits are among the many security tools and
practices that have a positive influence on server uptime.

Achieving server
uptime excellence is
both a science and a
management art, says
5. Acquire quality hardware. The road to downtime is paved
with trashy servers.
Walter Beddoe, vice
6. Use common sense. Don't waste time, energy and money
president of IT and
trying to squeeze the last drop of life out of an aging or
logistics at Six
problem-prone server.
Telekurs USA, a
financial data provider
in Stamford, Conn.
"It's a combination of many different things, including having a competent
staff, using fault-tolerant hardware, adopting dynamic security practices,
and embracing good maintenance and change management practices," he
says. "Most of all, you must have a commitment to doing your very best."
Alan Howard, IT director at Princeton Radiology, a diagnostic medical
imaging firm in Princeton, N.J., urges managers not to waste time and
resources on activities and tools that don't directly contribute to uptime
enhancement. The effort put into clustering, for example, can be "pretty
wasteful," he says, noting that redundancy is better achieved with a tool
that provides full automation.
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Clustering that is not automated -- where the synchronization is done
manually -- can cause more problems than it's worth, Howard says. "A
failure of a primary node can cause havoc; we'd have been better off simply
recovering from the primary-node failure than failing to the standby node,"
he says.
For instance, his shop had a Windows Server cluster that, upon failover,
would cause the application to crash because a change to an application
configuration file had not been applied to the stand-by server. "The effort to
fix the cause of the application crash tended to be much more than the
effort to fix the cause of the cluster-node failure," Howard says.
His shop no longer provisions clustered servers in the traditional sense.
Instead, he has a "cluster" of stand-alone servers -- all mapped to a dualcontroller Compellent Storage Center SAN -- "among which we can
migrate virtual machines on demand quite seamlessly."

As breach notification laws began to emerge that
offered safe harbor protections for encrypted data,
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mixture of conceptual slides and live demonstrations.
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Most managers agree that carefully planning all server-related work, from
acquisition to management to replacement, is a key step in guaranteeing
system reliability.
Raoul Gabiam, IT operations and engineering manager at George
Washington University, says life-cycle management is an integral part of
server uptime planning in his shop. "Knowing when and how to replace
hardware and upgrade software is important, as it affects performance,
sustainability and overall uptime," he says.
For example, if you have to perform a software upgrade, understanding the
hardware requirements and the state of your current hardware is critical.
You may want to buy the hardware as part of the software upgrade to
ensure that requirements are met and to avoid further outages, or perform
one before the other to minimize the number of changes, Gabiam explains.
Gabiam is also a strong believer in standardization and coordination as a
way of ensuring reliable server operation. "Before anybody installs anything
or makes a change, there has to be a change management process," he
says.
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Options for Protecting against Web Threats
This independent paper from senior analyst Jon Collins at FreeForm Dynamics
considers how Web-based security threats are evolving, within the context of IT
trends including mobile, home computing and other forms of remote access that
could potentially increase the attack surface of the companies. It defines the
scale and types of threat, what to look for in a corporate web security solution
and compares the different types of technological approach available to
companies and the processes that need to be considered for effective protection.
Read now.
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Enter the Security KnowledgeVault
Security is not an option. This KnowledgeVault Series offers professional advice
how to be proactive in the fight against cybercrimes and multi-layered security
threats; how to adopt a holistic approach to protecting and managing data; and
how to hire a qualified security assessor. Make security your Number 1 priority.
Read now.
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Guide to SMB Communications
To date, small businesses have been unable to cost justify an IP-based
communications system. This paper provides organizations with fewer than 250
employees a way to meet unique voice and data communications needs even
with a limited budget and small IT staff.
Read now.
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For maximum server uptime.
Use Linux not Windows. It's just that simple.
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Unix
Use Unix not Windows. It doesn't really matter which kernel.
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My method
I have a simple method. Don't by cheap hardware and don't run Windows on it.
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2011 Web Security
Report

Magic Quadrant for
Secure Web Gateway

The first few hours of a
new Web attack show
that traditional defenses
lack adequate
protection. This 2011 Web security
report details how cybercriminals have
modified their tactics to successfully
use the Web as their attack vector and
highlights the need for a Web defense
layer to evaluate dynamic Web links
leading to Web threats.

Corporate Web
Security — Market
Quadrant 2011

Web 2.0 and associated
malware threats
continue to drive the
secure Web gateway
market. This Gartner Magic Quadrant
ranks the key vendors in this market
and highlights their product
differentiators. Read Gartner's opinion
on on-premise solutions vs. cloudbased services and discover the
vendors that are leading the charge to
keep the Web secure.

The corporate Web
security market has
many vendors offering
appliances, software, hosted services,
and hybrid solutions that help secure
and manage Web traffic. This Radicati
Market Quadrant evaluates key
features such as malware protection,
URL filtering, and data loss prevention
and ranks the market leaders
according to product functionality and
market share.
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